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SUMMARY

As tissues develop, they are subjected to a variety of
mechanical forces. Some of these forces are instru-
mental in the development of tissues, while others
can result in tissue damage. Despite our extensive
understanding of force-guided morphogenesis, we
have only a limited understanding of how tissues
prevent further morphogenesis once the shape is
determined after development. Here, through the
development of a tissue-stretching device, we un-
cover amechanosensitive pathway that regulates tis-
sue responses to mechanical stress through the po-
larization of actomyosin across the tissue. We show
that stretch induces the formation of linear multicel-
lular actomyosin cables, which depend on Diapha-
nous for their nucleation. These stiffen the epithelium,
limiting further changes in shape, and prevent frac-
tures from propagating across the tissue. Overall,
this mechanism of force-induced changes in tissue
mechanical properties provides a general model of
force buffering that serves to preserve the shape of
tissues under conditions of mechanical stress.

INTRODUCTION

Tissue shape and function are tightly coupled: simple changes in

cell geometry affect fundamental processes such as cell growth,

death, or the direction of cell divisions (Chen et al., 1997; Théry

et al., 2007). During development, force-guided tissue shape

changes are both critical and instructive for morphogenesis (Hei-

senberg and Bellaı̈che, 2013; Legoff et al., 2013; Munjal et al.,

2015; Vuong-Brender et al., 2017). In developed and differenti-

ated tissues, such as those of the adult heart or lung, it is impor-
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tant to preserve the correct shape for normal organ function (Liu

et al., 1999; Lyon et al., 2015). This is especially challenging in

face of the continuous fluctuations in mechanical forces experi-

enced by the tissues.Mechanical forces can originate from tissue

intrinsic processes such as cell division, cell death, and cell shape

change or from the external environment through processes such

as extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling, mechanical changes in

neighbouring tissues, gravity, fluid flow, or air flow (Etournay

et al., 2015; Haigo and Bilder, 2011; Jufri et al., 2015; Legoff

et al., 2013; Liu et al., 1999; Mao et al., 2013; Monier et al.,

2015; Porazinski et al., 2015). Unremitted mechanical stress

can impact tissue integrity and fidelity of cell division and cause

tissue fracture (Casares et al., 2015; Harris et al., 2012; Lancaster

et al., 2013). Although tissues have developed a plethora of active

cellular-scale mechanisms to dissipate mechanical stresses,

such as cell extrusions, divisions, transitions, and fusions, the

full impact of these active cellular behaviors can take up to

several hours (Campinho et al., 2013; Etournay et al., 2015; Hei-

senberg and Bellaı̈che, 2013; Marinari et al., 2012; Wyatt et al.,

2016; Wyatt et al., 2015). Over short timescales, their response

depends on their mechanical properties at rest, such as elasticity

or stiffness (Br€uckner and Janshoff, 2015; Skoglund et al., 2008;

Zhou et al., 2009), and on their ability to dissipate applied stress

(Khalilgharibi et al., 2016). However, it is not known if cells also

possess mechanisms that allow them to rapidly adapt in ways

that preserve cell and tissue form when stress is sustained for

long periods. Here, we utilize the Drosophila wing imaginal disc

to investigate the molecular and cellular basis of epithelial me-

chanics and the role of dynamic remodeling in tissue shapemain-

tenance and injury responses in stretch-challenged tissues.

RESULTS

MyoII is Essential for Setting Tissue Stiffness and
Elasticity
Cell shape is defined by the balance of forces exerted on cells

through the external environment (such as cell-cell and cell-ECM
nuary 28, 2019 ª 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 245
er the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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adhesion) and the forces exerted by intracellular cell compo-

nents such as the actomyosin cortex (Mao and Baum, 2015).

Therefore, the pathways controlling cell shape are likely to be

critical in responses to mechanical stress. We focused on the

non-muscle Myosin II (MyoII) contractility pathway, as MyoII is

recruited to the cell cortex in force-driven morphogenetic pro-

cesses such as mesoderm invagination in gastrulation as well

as by deformation applied through micropipette aspiration (Fer-

nandez-Gonzalez et al., 2009; Pouille et al., 2009). MyoII anisot-

ropy has also been correlated with emergent tension patterns in

the Drosophila wing epithelium (Legoff et al., 2013; Mao et al.,

2013; Singh et al., 2018). Although studies of these processes

suggested that MyoII could be sensitive to mechanical stimuli,

it is unclear whether MyoII accumulation is the cause or conse-

quence of tissue tension. To test this directly, we looked at the

function of MyoII in responding to a mechanical challenge. In or-

der to directly apply a controllable and quantifiable mechanical

stress to a tissue, we designed a tissue-stretching and

compression device (Figures 1A–1D). Contrary to previous

setups that rely on the adhesion of cells to polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) (Aragona et al., 2013; Aw et al., 2016; Eisenhoffer et al.,

2012), this device uses a unique mechanism to clamp tissue ex-

plants to stretch or compress stiff tissues, while suspended in

growth media (see Figure 1C; STAR Methods). The wing disc

is positioned over the microchannel and while the sides of the

wing disc are clamped between the two PDMS layers, the cen-

tral portion of the tissue is effectively suspended in the micro-

channel, free of contact with PDMS. This central portion is

perfused with ex vivo culture media (Mao et al., 2013, 2011).

Stretching of the PDMS sandwich concomitantly stretches the

suspended central region inside the microchannel, and this is

the region we image in all experiments (marked M in Figure 1D).

Such a setup eliminates the non-specific effects of interactions

between the tissue and PDMS, such as external shear forces,

which could not be excluded in previously published devices.

We have verified that discs are viable under anchored or
Figure 1. Myosin II RNAi Clones are Softer and Less Elastic

(A) Stretching and compression device; 1: clamping mechanism, 2: arms, 3: stag

stretchable elastomer (PDMS), one of which is pre-patterned with microchannel

(B) Scheme of PDMS pre-patterning; the dimensions of the microchannels are 8

(C) Cross-sectional schematic view of the stretching device. The wing disc (in re

layers. The central portion of the tissue is submerged in the microchannel and p

(D) Stretching of the PDMS sandwich concomitantly stretches the wing disc insid

(anchor) and 10 min after stretch (stretch); M = microchannel.

(E) zipper RNAi clones (zip iR, in red) in Arm::GFP expressing anchored and stret

anchored and stretched discs. (Bright colors indicate high elongation.) The zip-R

(F) Box plot showing distribution of cell aspect ratio for control (wild-type) and zip-R

horizontal line, 75th and 25th percentiles are represented by top and bottom of th

(G) Color-coded aspect ratio in control and zip-RNAi cells (zip-RNAi clone

tion (10 min).

(H) Box plot showing distribution of cell aspect ratio in anchored, stretched (20 m

median represented by horizontal line; 75th and 25th percentiles are represented

(I) zip-RNAi clone in Arm::GFP wing disc at the beginning (5 min) and at the end (4

zip-RNAi cells respectively.

(J) Change of zip-RNAi aspect ratio (a.r.) relative to change in control cells aspect r

zip-RNAi clones (n = 3); green line shows fitted regression for silent clone system

95% confidence bounds of the best fit line.

(K) Schematics describing the behavior of zip-RNAi cells; spring represents contr

40 min stretch. Red horizontal arrows indicate direction of stretch.
**p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001 with t test. n.s. = non-significant. Scale bars, 5 cm (A),
stretched conditions for up to 3.5 h, as cell divisions are main-

tained throughout this period (data not shown).

To determine if the deformations we applied resulted in forces

of a physiological magnitude, we experimentally derived the

elastic index of the tissue (Young modulus) (Figures S1A–S1E;

Video S1; see also STARMethods). We subsequently calculated

that the forces applied during stretching of the disc are in

the range of 5–30 nN per cell area and that about 30 nN is

required to produce 100% strain. This force is of a similar magni-

tude to the cellular forces previously measured in vivo (Stewart

et al., 2011).

To test the function of MyoII in mechanical responses, we

generated Myosin heavy chain (zipper) RNAi (zip-RNAi) clones

in tissues expressing b-catenin (Armadillo) fused to GFP

(Arm::GFP) (Figure 1E). Upon application of a 20-min exogenous

unidirectional stretch, we quantified cell shape changes in

Arm::GFP-expressing tissue containing clones with zip-RNAi

mutant cells, which have reduced levels of the regulatory light

chain Sqh (Figure S1K). We used automatically extracted

changes in cell aspect ratios as a measure of cell deformation

(Figures 1E and S1F). While both the control and zip-RNAi tissue

increased their aspect ratio significantly, as expected for a tissue

under stretch, the zip-RNAi cells elongated 2-fold more than the

corresponding control cells (Figures 1E and 1F). These results

imply that cells depleted of MyoII are more deformable than

control cells, consistent with AFM measurements on isolated

cells (Martens and Radmacher, 2008). Furthermore, 10 min

following tissue relaxation, control cells returned to their pre-

stretch shape while zip-RNAi cells still remained significantly

deformed, implying reduced contractility (Figures 1G and 1H).

Similar results were obtained in tissues depleted of the MyoII

regulatory light chain via the expression of dsRNA targeting

spaghetti squash (sqh-RNAi) (Figures S1I and S1J).

To gain further insight into the physical properties of clones

depleted of MyoII, we applied a defined static stretch over

an extended period of time (40 min). Following the initial
e insert, 4: drive mechanism, 5: media-filled PDMS chamber, 6: two layers of

s.

0–120 mm in width and 50 mm in depth.

d) is positioned over the microchannel with sides clamped by the two PDMS

erfused with ex vivo culture media (Mao et al., 2013, 2011).

e the microchannel (top-down view); wing disc resting on a stretching device

ched third instar wing disc; lower panel shows color-coded cell aspect ratio in

NAi clone is outlined in white.

NAi cells in anchored and stretched (20min) wing disc; median represented by

e boxes respectively; n = 8 wing discs.

outlined in white) subjected to anchoring, stretching (20 min), and relaxa-

in), and relaxed (10 min) wing disc for control (wild-type) and zip-RNAi cells;

by top and bottom of the boxes respectively; n = 3 wing discs.

0 min) of stretching experiment. Yellow and red arrows indicate the control and

atio (a.r.) in the course of stretch, blue line shows fitted regression for persistent

with 16 h zip-RNAi expression prior to dissection (n = 6); dotted lines represent

ol cells which contract and pull on less elastic zip-RNAi clone (dashpot) during

50 mm (D), 10 mm (E and G), and 5 mm (I).
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Figure 2. Myosin II Polarizes with Mechanical Stretch

(A) Wing disc expressing E-cad::GFP and Sqh::mCherry prior to stretch (anchor) and after stretch (15 min). (A0) Insets of discs shown in (A).

(B) Schematics demonstrating change in Sqh concentration before and after stretch on vertical (V) and horizontal (H) junctions.

(legend continued on next page)
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deformation, zip-RNAi cells continued to deform along the line

of stretch with time (Figures 1I and 1J; Video S2). In fact, as

zip-RNAi cells elongated, control cells on either side of a zip-

RNAi clone contracted over time (10 min compared to 40 min

stretch), returning to their pre-stretch shape, as measured by

their aspect ratio in the direction of the stretch (Figure S1G). As

a further control, to avoid the potential side effects of persistent

zip-RNAi, which can affect cell size, we also removed zip acutely

using a ‘‘silent clone’’ technique, whereby the zip-RNAi clones

are allowed to grow but do not begin the knockdown until a tem-

perature shift activates the RNAi (STAR Methods). Again, cells

with acutely reduced MyoII activity showed increased deform-

ability compared to neighboring control cells, albeit moremoder-

ately, due to the milder knockdown in acute clones (Figures 1J

and S1H).

This behavior is reminiscent of the behavior of two springs

(control cells) in series connected via a dashpot (zip-RNAi clone)

(Figure 1K). Thus, the gradual expansion of the zip-RNAi popula-

tion is likely to be a direct consequence of the control cells

contracting when pulled, against the less contractile zip-RNAi

cells whose viscous properties now dominate. Taken together,

these findings suggest that MyoII is essential for setting both

the stiffness and elasticity of the wing disc epithelial tissue.

Total and Activated MyoII Polarize with Mechanical
Stretching
To gain mechanistic insight into how MyoII might govern tissue

stiffness, we looked at the localization of MyoII regulatory light

chain (Sqh), Sqh::mCherry, co-expressed with a marker of cell

junctions E-cadherin::GFP (E-cad) in anchored (non-stretched,

just clamped in the device) and stretched discs. Strikingly, within

a few minutes of stretch, MyoII became strongly enriched on the

junctions parallel to the axis of stretch, while no change of local-

ization was detected for E-cad (Figures 2A, 2A0, S2A, and S2A0).
This occurred irrespective of different genetic backgrounds,

fluorescent tags, or stretch orientation (Figures S2B–S2C0).
Quantification of mean junctional intensities of MyoII and

E-cad (explained in Figures S2D–S2F; STAR Methods) in

anchored and stretched wing discs demonstrated that there

was a significant enrichment ofMyoII, but not E-cad on stretched

(horizontal) junctions relative to non-stretched (vertical) junc-

tions, a property hereafter referred to as MyoII polarity (Figures

2A and 2C). Furthermore, the relative enrichment of MyoII re-

sulted from both MyoII recruitment to stretched junctions and

concomitant loss from non-stretched junctions, while total

junctional MyoII amount remained unchanged (Figures 2D–2F).

This suggests that stretch redistributes MyoII from non-

stretched to stretched junctions (Figure 2B).
(C) Quantification of mean fluorescent intensity of E-cad::GFP and Sqh::mCher

(referred to as ‘‘polarity’’) prior to and after 15 min stretch. The detailed rationale

(D and E) Quantification of Sqh::mCherry (D) and E-cad::GFP (E) concentration

horizontal and vertical junctions normalized to starting concentration on non-stre

(F) Quantification of total amount of Sqh::mCherry and E-cad::GFP fluorescence

(G) Tissue expressing E-cad::GFP and Sqh::mCherry subjected to increasing lev

(H) Quantification of Sqh::mCherry polarity (as in C) of experiment described in

relative to unstretched tissue).

(I–K) Sqh::mCherry polarity emergence as a function of cell aspect ratio change

Yellow asterisks indicate equivalent regions in the tissue. N = 8 wing discs (A–F). N

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 with t test. Scale bars, 5 mm (A), 3 mm (A0), and 10 mm (G
To understand how the magnitude and duration of mechanical

stretch affect MyoII polarity, we compared wing discs stretched

for short (up to 20min) and long (up to 3 h) periods and varied the

magnitude of stretch. Over short timescales, the extent of MyoII

polarization was proportional to cell deformation, stress, and

strain (Figures 2G–2K; Video S3). When a stretched tissue with

clear MyoII polarity was subjected to laser ablation to locally re-

move tension, MyoII polarity was rapidly lost (Figures 3E and 3F).

Similarly, both cell shape and polarity induced by stretch were

fully reversible (Figures 3A and 3B).

Interestingly, over the course of a prolonged (up to 3 h) stretch,

we observed a gradual decrease in MyoII polarity, even though

the extent of cell deformation was maintained. Notably, by the

end of the assay, when stretch was alleviated and MyoII polarity

was completely lost, cells were 25% more elongated than they

were in their pre-stretched state (Figures 3C and 3D).

These findings demonstrate that MyoII polarity follows

the pattern of cell and tissue deformation over short time-

scales. However, during a prolonged stretch, MyoII polarity is

reduced, allowing the tissue to acquire a new, preferred homeo-

static shape.

MyoII Polarity is Rho-Kinase Independent
Previous work has shown that assembly of contractile MyoII fil-

aments is regulated by direct phosphorylation of myosin light

chain by Rho-Kinase (Rok), downstream of the Rho1 pathway

(Riento and Ridley, 2003). To uncover the molecular mechanism

driving stretch-induced MyoII polarity, we therefore examined

Rok function in control wing discs and in wing discs subjected

to mechanical forces. While Rok-RNAi reduces levels of MyoII

phosphorylation in normal wing discs (Figures 3G and 3I), in

line with previous work, the loss of Rok (Drok2 loss of function

clones, enGal4>Rok RNAi and treatment with Rok inhibitor

Y27632) did not prevent MyoII polarization (Figures 4A–4D,

S3A–S3H; Video S6).

MyoII Polarization Requires the Formin Diaphanous
To identify the upstream regulator of stress-inducedMyoII polar-

ity, we performed an RNAi screen, targeting a selection of poten-

tial or reported MyoII regulators (Figure S4A; STAR Methods).

While Sqh::GFP was expressed ubiquitously, the engrailed-

Gal4 (en-Gal4)-driver-targeted dsRNAs to the posterior side,

marked by expression of UAS-Actin5C::RFP (Act5C::RFP),

which we confirmed had no visible effect on MyoII polarity (Fig-

ures S4B and S4B0). A positive result was defined as a failure to

polarize Sqh::GFP upon stretch, while retaining junctional Sqh

(Figure S4A; see STARMethods for details). Unexpectedly, using

this assay, none of the reported Myosin regulators such as Rok
ry on horizontal (H) junctions relative to the intensity on vertical (V) junctions

of intensity determination is described in Figure S2 and in STAR Methods.

(i.e., mean intensity per junctional unit area) prior and after stretch on both

tched (anchored) vertical junctions.

on vertical and horizontal junctions in anchored and stretched discs.

els of stretch.

(G). The level of stretch is measured as a change in tissue strain (deformation

(I), stress (J), and stress applied on average cell area of 10 mm2 (K).

= 3 wing discs (G–K). All experiments are plotted as mean ± S.E.M.; * p < 0.05,

).
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Figure 3. Myosin II Polarization after Mechanical Stretch is Highly Reversible but Changes with Prolonged Stretch and is Phosphorylated

(A) Short (15 min) stretch and relaxation (10 min) of E-cad::GFP and Sqh::mCherry expressing discs.

(B) Quantification of Sqh::mCherry polarity, E-cad::GFP polarity, and aspect ratio change in experiment described in (A); schematics below the graph illustrate

quantified changes in cell aspect ratio and Sqh polarity. Statistical test compares Sqh polarity between anchored and stretched or stretched and relaxed disc.

(C) Long (200 min) stretch and relaxation (10 min) of E-cad::GFP and Sqh::mCherry expressing discs.

(D) Quantification of Sqh::mCherry polarity, E-cad::GFP polarity, and aspect ratio change in experiment described in (C); schematics below the graph illustrate

quantified changes in aspect ratio and Sqh polarity. Statistical test compares changes with respect to initial (anchored) state. Yellow asterisks indicate equivalent

regions in the tissue. N = 3 wing discs.

(legend continued on next page)
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or myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) appeared to be required for

stretch-induced MyoII polarity (Figure S4C).

Nevertheless, we observed a profound change in polarization

when we depleted several actin regulators. Most significantly,

these included the formin Diaphanous (Dia), an actin nucleator

that generates linear arrays of F-actin that serve as scaffolds

for MyoII (two different RNAi lines, Figures 4F–4H and S4D–

S4F) (Jégou et al., 2013). The Dia-RNAi polarity defect was

further quantified in discs co-expressing E-cad::GFP (Figures

4G and 4H). The depletion of Pebble and Rok, which act together

with Dia inmany instances and have cytokinetic and cell-size de-

fects similar to those seen in Dia-deficiency, did not produce any

MyoII polarity defects (Figures 4B, 4D, S3A, S3B, S3G, S3H, and

S4C). Importantly, the upstream regulator Rho1 did affect MyoII

polarity (Figures 5A and 5A0).
At the same time, RNAi-induced depletion of the F-actin depo-

lymerization factors cofilin and AIP1 also impaired MyoII polari-

zation (Figures S3I, S3J, and S4C), suggesting that existing

F-actin filaments must disassemble for force-induced MyoII po-

larization (Chen et al., 2015; Nadkarni and Brieher, 2014). Finally,

perturbation of branched F-actin, which is believed to be a

less favorable scaffold for myosin contractility, by depletion of

Arp2, had no effect on MyoII polarity (Figure S4C). Taken

together, our data strongly suggest that the dynamic remodeling

of linear actin cables generated by formins, downstream of

Rho1, is required for MyoII polarization upon stretch. This is in

agreement with previous in vitro studies that demonstrated

that Diaphanous is tension sensitive whereas Arp2 and Arp3

are not (Jégou et al., 2013; Lomakin et al., 2015).

Rho1-Dependent Dia Activity Stabilizes MyoII on
Stretched Junctions
To explore this new mechanosensitive pathway in more detail

and to understand the polarization of these regulators under

conditions of stretch, we investigated the localization of Rho1

and Dia in response to mechanical stretch. Using a ubi-Dia-

GFP reporter line, we did not observe Dia localization change

upon stretch (Figure 4I). In contrast, Rho1, a known regulator

of Dia was found to polarize upon stretch (Figures 4J and 4J0)
consistent with it being able to respond to mechanical perturba-

tions (Lessey et al., 2012).

Interestingly, Rho1 depletion caused reduction in Dia (Figures

5B and 5B0) and in Rok (Figures 5D and 5D0). By contrast, Rho1

was not significantly affected by dia-RNAi (Figures S5B, S5B0,
and S5C), but Rok polarity was (Figures 5E and 5E0), likely due

to loss of MyoII polarity as seen with dia-RNAi (Figure 4F), which

affects Rok polarization (Figures 4A, 4E, and 4E0), see summary

diagram Figure 5F. Similarly, MyoII depletion using zip-RNAi also
(E) Stretched Sqh::GFP expressing discs with large tissue ablation for acute, loc

12 min after ablation. White boxes highlight re-emergence of Sqh::GFP signal on

(F) Quantification of Sqh::GFP polarity and ECad::mCherry for experiment desc

polarity after ablation once recoil had stopped (post-ablation). N = 3 wing discs.

(G) Activated Myosin (anti-phosphorylated-Sqh; in red) and anti-E-cad (green) st

(H) Quantification of activated Myosin (anti-phosphorylated-Sqh) polarity in anch

(I) Quantification of total mean intensity of activated Myosin (anti-phosphor

stretched discs. Statistical tests compare change in mean intensity of wild-typ

p = 0.0002.

Error bars indicate S.E.M.; * p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001 with t test (F,
compromised Rho1-GFP levels and reduced its polarization

upon stretch (Figures 5C, 5C0, and S5D), implying the presence

of feedback MyoII and Rho1 in the system, as previously re-

ported (Munjal et al., 2015; Priya et al., 2015). Therefore, in sum-

mary, our results suggest that Dia mechanosensitivity to polarize

MyoII is dependent upon Rho1 activity.

However, how does Dia induceMyoII polarity to emerge within

minutes of stretch?We reasoned that as Dia is a formin, it is likely

to affect actomyosin dynamics. In order to investigate the re-

modeling dynamics of Actin and MyoII, we performed fluores-

cence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) analysis for Actin

and MyoII on anchored and stretched wing discs (Figures

S5G–S5N; STAR Methods). We found little change in Actin dy-

namics (Figures S5K–S5N), presumably due to the limitations

of the experimental procedure, where the time delays between

stretching the tissue and performing FRAP prevent the instant

changes in actin to be captured (see Figure 6D). However, we

found that during the first 10 min of stretch, MyoII (Sqh) binding

is more stable on stretched (horizontal) junctions and that this

stabilization is dependent on Dia activity (Figure 5G). This is

consistent with findings that tensed actin filaments can stabilize

more adenosine diphosphate (ADP)-bound Myosin (Llinas et al.,

2015). Presumably the ability to form new actin filaments in

response to tissue stretch and tension changes requires Dia in

the wing disc.

Tension Increases Immediately after Stretch but Drops
Gradually due to Diaphanous-Dependent Actin
Remodeling
To directly measure how tension actually changes in the

stretched tissue, we used laser ablation to analyze both cell-level

and tissue-scale forces. Using long (spanning�10 cells) and sin-

gle junctional cuts perpendicular to the stretch, we determined

that along the direction of tissue deformation, tissue-scale and

cell-scale tension increases significantly directly after stretch

and decreases to the pre-stretch (anchor) levels 2 h later (Figures

6A–6C and S6A–S6D; Videos S4 and S5). Further compression

of the tissue is required to return cells to their original pre-stretch

shape, as evidenced by a further drop in tension (Figures 6A, 6A0,
and S6C). In contrast, tissue relaxation following short (<20 min)

stretch returns the tissue to the pre-stretched (anchored) tension

state (Figure S6B). Changing the orientation of the laser cuts to

the direction orthogonal to stretch revealed that the tension

was isotropic in the anchored non-stretched tissue. However,

these junctions had lower tension in the stretched tissue, indi-

cating that the majority of tissue tension was borne by junctions

aligned with the direction of stretch (Figures S6D–S6E0). The
pattern of junctional recoil was consistent with the changes in
al tension release. Subsequent loss of myosin polarization shown at 1, 8, and

vertical junctions.

ribed in (E). Statistical test compares change in polarity of stretched state to

aining in anchored and stretched discs with Rok-RNAi clones (Cherry+, blue).

ored and stretched discs; n = 5, p = 0.0022.

ylated-Sqh) in wild-type regions and Rok-RNAi clones for anchored and

e regions to Rok-RNAi for anchored and stretched state separately; n = 4,

H, and I). Scale bars, 10mm (A and C), 10 mm (E and G).
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Figure 4. Myosin II Polarity is Rok Independent and Depends on Dia Expression

(A) RokK116a::Venus localization in anchored and stretched third instar imaginal discs.

(B) Drok2 mitotic clones (RFP�) in Sqh::GFP third instar imaginal disc.

(legend continued on next page)
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MyoII accumulation (compare Figure 6B0 with Figures 3B–3D).

Taken together, we can conclude that MyoII polarity correlates

well with tension changes in the tissue in response to stretch,

rather than cell shape changes.

Strikingly, however, under dia-RNAi conditions, the tension

did not drop after 2 h (Figures 6C and S6G). The observed

drop of tension in prolonged stretch is therefore likely a conse-

quence of actomyosin remodeling, which is dependent on Dia

activity. To investigate how Dia affects F-actin remodeling after

stretch, we performed high-resolution F-actin imaging in wild-

type (WT) and dia-RNAi discs.

Immediately upon stretch, F-actin polarizes (i.e., there is an

enrichment on the horizontal stretched junctions) and becomes

very anisotropic when compared to the anchored state (Figures

6D and S7A; STAR Methods). This F-actin organization is then

maintained for up to 20 min after stretch but returns to the

anchored-like (non-stretched) state after 120 min of stretch (Fig-

ures 6D (WT) and 6D0), even though the cells are still deformed,

as evidenced by E-cadherin images and anisotropy analysis

(Figures S7A (WT) and S7B). In dia-RNAi wing discs, junctional

F-actin does not polarize after stretch (vertical junctions still

clearly visible in Figure 6D Dia iR panel) and the ability of F-actin

to remodel and return to a new steady-state configuration after

prolonged stretch is also lost (Figures 6D (Dia iR) and 6D00). Taken
together these results suggest that Dia is required immediately

after stretch to polarize junctional actin structures to provide a

substrate for polarized MyoII binding, and this is what underlies

myosin polarization within 5 min of stretch. Dia is also respon-

sible for actin remodeling after prolonged stretch to allow the

system to evolve to a new resting tensile state.

Stretch-Induced MyoII Cables Rigidify the Tissue
Junctional laser ablations not only reveal the tensile state of tis-

sues but also lead to micro-injuries in the cells. We wondered

whether we could observe any differences in tissue responses

to injury in anchored and stretched tissue (see STAR Methods).

Interestingly, we noticed two types of behaviors depending on

the proximity to the injury site. Locally, at the level of injured cells

(row 0), we noticed significantly higher tissue recoil in stretched

cells, consistent with the measured increase in tissue tension

(Figures 7A–7C and S6F). Remarkably, in cell rows further

away from the injury site (row 2 and row 3) this relationship

became reversed, with anchored cells showing higher degrees

of recoil compared to stretched tissue (�100% more recoil in
(C) Quantification of polarization for ECad::GFP and Sqh::Cherry expressing disc

tests compare the change in polarity between the anchor and stretch states, n =

(D)Sqh::GFP, enGal4>UAS-Rok-RNAi, andUAS-Act5CRFP discs subjected to stre

(E) zip-RNAi clones (labeled as zip iR, indicated in red) in stretched third instar Ro

(F) Discs expressing Sqh::GFP and enGal4>UAS-dia-RNAi, UAS-Act5c-RFP tha

compare Sqh::GFP polarity in stretched enGal4>dia iR and UAS-Act5c-RFP disc

(G) Tissue marked with E-cad::GFP and Sqh::mCherry, expressing dia-RNAi (dia

compartment boundary. Inset demonstrates lack of Sqh::GFP polarity in dia-RN

(H) Quantification of E-cad::GFP polarity and Sqh::mCherry polarity in experim

horizontal junctions relative to vertical junctions (see STAR Methods for details);

(I) Dia::GFP localization in anchored and stretch third instar imaginal discs. (I0) Qua

stretch (n = 6).

(J) Rho1::GFP protein trap localization in anchored and stretched third instar ima

Error bars indicate S.E.M.; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001

(B, D, F, and G).
rows 2 and 3) (Figure 7C). This is despite a much higher global

tension in the latter condition (Figure S6). Thus, it appears that

tensile stress stiffens the tissue to buffer mechanical perturba-

tions such that they fail to propagate beyond the site of injury.

Given that MyoII polarization contributes to the stiffness of the

tissue (Figures 1E and 1F), it is likely that this stiff tissue lattice

is controled by stretch-induced tissue scale MyoII polarization.

To directly test this, we performed the same wound propagation

analysis in dia-RNAi stretched discs, where MyoII does not

polarize across the tissue. The wound recoil now propagates

further beyond the wound site (Figures 7D and 7E). Together,

our data strongly suggest that the presence of polarized MyoII

cables stiffens the tissue to preserve tissue morphology and to

prevent local tissue damage from propagating. In summary,

stretch-induced tension increase depends onMyoII contractility,

not polarity per se, but stretch-induced stiffening requires MyoII

polarity, not contractility in general.

MyoII Polarity Pathway is Essential for Maintaining
Tissue Shape
Having identified a condition that specifically decreases MyoII

polarity, we next tested its impact on cell deformation upon

mechanical stretch. In agreement with our MyoII RNAi data (Fig-

ures 1E–1F), Dia depletion significantly increased cell deforma-

tion (Figure 7F). Taken together, our results showed that Dia is

required for induction of MyoII polarity and subsequent cell

shapemaintenance in tissues challenged with extrinsic mechan-

ical stress.

How does this pathway influence morphogenesis during

normal development? To test the requirements of Dia-depen-

dent MyoII polarization in the context of mechanical forces

emerging in vivo, we explored previous reports showing that

mechanical tension emerges in proximal wing disc cells as a

result of proliferation anisotropy (Legoff et al., 2013; Mao et al.,

2013). Interestingly, the increased tension was shown to corre-

late with the polarization of phosphorylated MyoII in these cells

(Legoff et al., 2013; Mao et al., 2013). However, whether MyoII

polarized as a direct response to mechanical force was never

shown. Our data showing that MyoII polarizes as a direct

response to exogenous stretch suggests that the same mecha-

nism is occurring during in vivo wing disc development. To test

whether this is the case, we targeted dia-RNAi expression

to the posterior compartment of the disc. In agreement with

exogenous stretching data, we observed defective Sqh::GFP
s treated with Rok inhibitor Y27632 prior to stretching experiment. Statistical

5.

tching; inset demonstrates Sqh::GFP polarity inRok-RNAi cells (marked by red).

kK116a::Venus discs. Quantifications of RokK116a::Venus mean intensity in (E’).

t were stretched; UAS-Act5C::RFP marks dia iR (posterior side) in red. Insets

s; panel 1 refers to anterior (ctrl) side; panel 2 refers to posterior (dia iR) side.

iR) with hhGal4 driver and subjected to stretching. Dotted line indicates A-P

Ai cells.

ent described in (G). Polarity is measured as mean fluorescent intensity on

n = 4 wing discs.

ntification of Dia::GFP polarity and ECad::tomato polarity in anchor (n = 3) and

ginal discs. (J0) Quantification of Rho1-GFP mean junctional intensity.

with t test. Scale bars, 2 mm (D, F, and G: inset), 5 mm (A, B, E, I, and J), 10 mm
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Figure 5. Stretch-Sensitive MyoII Polarization Pathway Induces Stabilization of MyoII on Stretched Junctions

(A) rho-RNAi clones (magenta) in stretched Sqh::GFP expressing discs. (A0) Quantification of Sqh intensity on horizontal and vertical junctions in anchor (Fig-

ure S5A) and stretch states; n = 2–3. N.B. Absolute intensities are not comparable between anchor and stretch discs as different clones are used for each analysis.

(A00) Quantification of Sqh polarity on anchor and stretch states in control and rho-RNAi clones.

(B) rho-RNAi clones (indicated in magenta) in anchored Dia::GFP expressing discs. (B0) Quantification of Dia::GFP mean intensity in clone regions compared to

wild-type regions in anchored disc; n = 5.

(C) zip-RNAi clones (magenta) in stretched Rho::GFP expressing discs. Discs were fixed under stretch and stained. Rho::GFP boosted with anti-GFP-FITC.

(C0) Quantification of Rho::GFP polarity in stretched discs expressing zip-RNAi clones and Rho::GFP; n = 4, p < 0.001.

(D) rho-RNAi clones (magenta) in stretched RokK116a::Venus expressing discs.

(D0) Quantification of RokK116a::Venus total mean intensity in rho-RNAi clones and in WT control tissue, in anchor (n = 2), and stretched (n = 7) discs.

(E) dia-RNAi clones (magenta) in stretched RokK116a::Venus expressing discs. (E0) Quantification of RokK116a::Venus polarity in anchored (Figure S5F) and

stretched discs expressing dia-RNAi clones; n = 3.

(A0–E0 ) Error bars indicate S.E.M.; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and **** p < 0.0001 with t test. (A-E) Scale bars, 10 mm.

(F) Pathway schematic summarizing the molecular pathways regulating MyoII polarity. The polarization of MyoII protein levels are stretch sensitive and via Rho

and Dia, but it’s phosphorylation per se is stretch insensitive and via Rho and Rok.

(G) FRAP half time of Sqh::GFP on horizontal and vertical junctions in discs expressing either Sqh::GFP, enGal4>UAS-Act5CRFP, or Sqh::GFP, enGal4>UAS-dia-

RNAi, or UAS-Act5CRFP subjected to <10 min stretch. The red line indicates the median, the red diamond the mean, edges the 25th and 75th percentiles, and

whiskers the most extreme data points that are not considered to be outliers. Black points represent individual junctions. * p < 0.05 with Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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Figure 6. Tissue Tension Correlates with MyoII Polarity and Drops after Prolonged Stretch due to Actin Remodeling

(A) Laser cuts (perpendicular to the line of stretch) across circa 10 cells in E-cad::GFP expressing wing disc tissue subjected to anchoring, short (<20min) and long

(>120min) stretching and stretch retraction or compression—tissue forced back to the original, pre-stretch shape. (A0) Quantification of the experiment described

in (A). Plot shows increase in distance between recoiling short axis (mm) of the fitted ellipse (see Figure S6A for details) against time (s). Data is plotted as

mean ± S.E.M.; n = 3–11 wing discs per condition.

(B) An overlay of a junction prior to (red) and 15.44 s after ablation (green). (B0) Plot showing relative initial recoil velocity (velocity on horizontal, stretched junctions

normalized to velocity on vertical, non-stretched junctions) for individual junctions ablated in anchored or stretched (<30 min, >100 min) E-cad::GFP expressing

discs. Data is plotted as a mean ± S.E.M.; n = 17–24 cuts per condition.

(C) Initial recoil velocity of horizontal, stretched junctions in anchored discs and stretched discs (<30 min and >100 min) expressing ECad::GFP in wild-type and

dia-RNAi wing discs. Data is plotted as a mean ± S.E.M.; n = 8–30 cuts per condition.

(A–C) * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p< 0.001, and **** p < 0.0001 with t test.

(D) Wild-type discs expressing Ecad::6XRFP or Ecad::GFP;rnGal4>UAS-dia-RNAi were fixed while in anchored or stretched positions, then stained for

filamentous actin with Phalloidin, and deconvolved following high-resolution imaging. (D0 ) Anisotropy quantification for F-Actin in wild-type wing discs.

(D00) Anisotropy quantification for F-actin in dia-RNAi wing discs. N = 3–5. In all boxplots (D0–D00). The red line indicates the median, the red diamond the mean,

edges the 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers the most extreme data points that are not considered to be outliers. Black points represent individual ROIs as

described in the STAR Methods. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001 with Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Scale bars, 5 mm (A and D), 3 mm (B).
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Figure 7. MyoII Polarity Stiffens the Tissue and is Required for Wing Disc Shape Maintenance via Dia-Dependent Actin Polymerization

(A) Image depicting injury site (yellow asterisk) and selection of cell rows used for tissue recoil propagation measurement; r: row.

(B) An overlay of anchored and stretched discs prior to ablation (red) and 15.44 s post ablation (green). Inset zooms in on the area next to ablation site (markedwith

yellow asterisk).

(legend continued on next page)
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polarization of the proximal cells in the posterior compartment

when compared to proximal cells in the anterior (control)

compartment (Figure 7J) (Legoff et al., 2013; Mao et al., 2013).

This result indicated that MyoII polarity was compromised in

dia depleted cells in vivo.

Due to the emergence of mechanical tension in developmental

growth, one would predict that the lack of a MyoII polarization

mechanism could impact tissue shape. To test this prediction

we targeted dia-RNAi expression in the whole wing disc pouch

with nubbin-Gal4 driver (nubGal4). Comparing control and

dia-RNAi discs, we could not observe any significant difference

in the overall size (Figure S7C). Strikingly though, dia-RNAi wing

disc poucheswere significantlywider asmeasured by an increase

in their aspect ratio (Figures 7G–7H), whereas overall reduction of

tissue tension viaMyoII (Sqh) mutations did not significantly affect

pouch aspect ratio (Figures S7D and S7E). These results suggest

that it is a polarized increase in tissue deformation, rather than an

overall increase in tissuedeformation, that presumably affects cell

shape and long-term cell division orientations in the wing disc.

To explore more fully the likely long-term effects of this exper-

imental perturbation, we performed computational simulations

with a vertex model to compare tissue shape in WT wing discs

and in Dia-depleted wing discs. The simulations mimic a clone

growing along the anterior-posterior (A-P) axis in the pouch,

with and without the ability to polarize MyoII along the A-P axis

(Figure 7I). The cells then grow and divide according to the cell

long axis rule, i.e., to bisect the long axis (Mao et al., 2013;

Mao et al., 2011). The clones that cannot polarize MyoII in

response to stretch (dia iR) have a significantly higher aspect ra-

tio than WT (Figure 7I). This is because the short-term response

of polarizing MyoII affects cell shape, which affects the orienta-

tion of divisions (Mao et al., 2011), which accumulates over

time to affect the overall tissue shape. These simulations are

not aimed at addressing the second role of Dia, which is to

remodel the actin to dissipate stress after prolonged stretch.

Actin remodeling leads to a gradual reduction of stress, but the

cell shapes (that orient divisions) remain unchanged. As such,
(C) Recoil area (% increase from pre-ablation area) for row 0, row 1, row 2, and row

discs per condition.

(D) Recoil area (% increase from pre-ablation area) for row 1 and row 2 in stretche

as mean ± S.E.M.; n = 8–13 discs per condition.

(E) Box plot showing recoil area (% increase from pre-ablation area) for row 2 (sam

are represented by top and bottom of the boxes respectively. Statistical test com

(F) Discs expressing E-cad::GFP and hhGal4>dia-RNAi (KK) subjected to stretch

Box plot showing distribution of cell aspect ratio in anchored and stretched (30 m

represented by horizontal line; 75th and 25th percentiles are represented by top

(G) Discs expressing nubGal4 and Cd8::GFP (control) or dia-RNAi (KK) labeled

determined as long ellipse axis (b) divided by short ellipse axis (a) (white lines).

(H) Box plot showing distribution of wing disc pouch aspect ratios in condition

indicates median.

(I) Influence of myosin increase upon tissue stretching to emergent tissue shape. S

(A-P axis). WT: Configuration of the monolayer after 12 h simulation with 5% incr

stretch axis. The junctions with increased tension are labeled in red. dia iR: Co

Quantification of the aspect ratio of the central region of the monolayer (displayed

Mean and standard deviation of 10 simulation for each case are displayed. Nomyo

t test; p value 2.55E�11).

(J) Endogenous Sqh::GFP polarization in enGal4> dia iR, UAS-Act5C::RFP discs

(K) Model of diaphanous-myosin force buffering pathway. Tissue (E-cad marks c

Actin (in red) in Dia-dependent manner. This mechanism is required to limit tens

* p < 0.05,** p < 0.01 and **** p < 0.0001 with t test unless otherwise stated. Sca
inclusion of remodeling to the computational model, while main-

taining the cell shapes upon stretch, would not alter the cell divi-

sion patterns and the emerging morphology. In conclusion, our

simulation suggests that short-term responses of MyoII polariza-

tion can affect the emergent long-term changes in tissue shape,

as shown experimentally (Figures 7G–7H).

In summary, the physiological role of Dia-MyoII pathway is to

limit tension-induced cell deformation by polarizing actomyosin

to stiffen the tissue in the direction of stress (summarized in

Figure 7K).

DISCUSSION

Our study has uncovered aMyoII polarity pathway that allows an

epithelium to rapidly adapt to a mechanical perturbation. We

demonstrated that mechanical stretch induces MyoII polariza-

tion, a process that has a dual role in stretch responses by

i) maintaining tissue elasticity to main cell shape and ii) setting

tissue stiffness to protect against fractures and injuries. More-

over, this happens in a linear way, with more force leading to

more polarization.

Both of the identified functions ensure that tissue shape and

subsequent function are preserved while mechanical stress is

being dissipated. Importantly, the core of the pathway, the for-

mation of polarized MyoII cables, does not follow the canonical

rules of MyoII upstream biochemical activation via Rok, seen in

processes like Drosophila embryonic junctional remodeling,

but is downstream of Rho1. Thus, there are two pathways down-

stream of Rho1, one via Dia that is stretch-sensitive and controls

the levels of F-actin and MyoII, and one via Rok that is stretch-

insensitive and phosphorylates MyoII (Figure 5F).

Prior in vitro studies have demonstrated that application of me-

chanical tension to isolated actin filaments increases the rate of

their polymerization, a phenomenon, dependent in part on the

barbed-end associated actin nucleator Diaphanous (Courte-

manche et al., 2013; Galkin et al., 2012; Jégou et al., 2013;

Kovács et al., 2007; Kozlov and Bershadsky, 2004). Such tensed
3 in stretched and anchored discs. Data is plotted as mean ± S.E.M.; n = 8–13

d and anchored discs for wild-type (control) and dia-RNAi discs. Data is plotted

e data as D). Median represented by horizontal line; 75th and 25th percentiles

pares wild-type (control) stretch with dia-RNAi stretch discs.

; selection of control (green) and dia-RNAi (cyan) for cell deformation analysis.

in) wing disc for control (E-cad::GFP expressing) and dia-RNAi cells; median

and bottom of the boxes respectively; n = 3 wing discs.

with DAPI; ellipse is fitted into the pouch region (dotted line) and aspect ratio

s described in (G); n = 19 (ctrl) and 16 (dia iR) wing pouches; horizontal line

tart: Initial configuration of the monolayer to be stretched in horizontal direction

ease in tension levels on horizontal junctions that are within 30 degrees of the

nfiguration of the monolayer upon 12 h simulation with no myosin response.

in white). Single cells detached from the clone are excluded from the analysis.

sin response case is significantly different from 5%myosin increase (two-tailed

. Sqh::GFP does not polarize in dia-RNAi side of disc.

ell junctions in green) subjected to mechanical stretching polarizes MyoII and

ion-induced cell deformation and thus maintain wing disc pouch shape.

le bars, 5 mm (B inset and F), 10 mm (A, B and J), 30 mm (G).
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actin filaments could also stabilize more ADP-bound Myosin

(Llinas et al., 2015). Since Dia is required to polarize Myosin,

without itself being polarized by stress, such a mechanism may

help polarize MyoII in vivo. The extrinsic force applied on the tis-

sue stimulates actin polymerization via the formin Diaphanous in

the direction of stretch, downstream of Rho1. These new tensed

filaments result in more stable MyoII binding, which could have a

scaffolding role for Rok and Rho1. The observed polarization of

Rok and Rho1 could serve as an emergent positive feedback

signal to further enhance or stabilize polarized actomyosin com-

plexes rather than being the instructive upstream cue.

Gradual changes in mechanical properties such as tissue stiff-

ness are a normal part of development as exemplified in the

differentiation of embryonic stem cells (Butcher et al., 2009).

Here, we show how epithelial tissues can rapidly refine their me-

chanical properties as an adaptive and protective response to

the constant fluctuations in physical forces from a tissue’s envi-

ronment. This response buffers mechanical stresses to maintain

the balance of intrinsic tissue forces and preserve tissue integ-

rity. This fundamental mechanosensitive pathway could play a

broad role in force adaptation in both development and patho-

logical situations such as cancer and tissue repair, where tissue

mechanics are affected in an uncontrolled manner.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Donkey anti-mouse RRX Jackson Immuno Research 115-295-003; RRID: AB_2338756

Goat anti-GFP-FITC Abcam ab6662; RRID: AB_305635

Goat anti-mouse Alexa-488 Life Technologies A11029; RRID: AB_138404

Goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor-555 Abcam ab150086; RRID: AB_2722519

Goat anti-rabbit Alexa-488 Life Technologies A11034; RRID: AB_2576217

Mouse anti-Engrailed Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank 4D9; RRID: AB_528224

Rabbit anti-Diaphanous (Afshar et al., 2000) N/A

Rabbit Beta-Galactosidase Life Technologies, A11132; RRID: AB_221539

Rabbit pMRLC Cell Signalling 3671S; RRID: AB_330248

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

DAPI Sigma-Aldrich D8417; RRID: AB_2307445

Fluoromount G slide mounting medium SouthernBiotech 0100-01

GelPak, 6.5 mil GelPak PF-70-x4/6.5mil

MicropositTM EC solvent Dow Chemicals

Phalloidin Alexa-488 Life technologies A12379; RRID: AB_2315147

Phalloidin Alexa-555 Life technologies A34055

Phalloidin Alexa-647 Life Technologies A22287; RRID: AB_2620155

Su-8 2050 Microchem Su-8 2050

SYLGARD 184 elastomer kit Dow Corning 1673921

Y27632 dihydrochloride Rok Inhibitor Sigma Y0503

Experimental Models: Drosophila melanogaster

actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry; Arm::GFP Y. Mao N/A

actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry; Rho-1::GFP Y. Mao N/A

actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry;

RokK116a::Venus

Y.Mao from Rokk116a::Venus

(Simões et al., 2010)

N/A

actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry; Sqh::GFP Y. Mao N/A

actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry; TubGal80ts Y. Mao N/A

DEcad::GFP; rnGal4 N. Tapon N/A

ECad::6XRFP Gift from Y. Bellaiche N/A

Ecad::GFP; pnrGal4, Sqh::mCherry Ecad::GFP knock-in (Huang et al., 2009).

Gift from B. Baum

N/A

Ecad::tomato (Huang et al., 2009) N/A

mRFP.nls,w,hsF,Frt19A Bloomington Drosophila Stock Centre #31418

Rho-1::GFP Kyoto Stock Centre DGRC ID: 110833

Sqh::GFP, enGal4 Y. Mao N/A

Sqh::GFP, enGal4; UAS-Act5C::RFP Y. Mao N/A

Sqh::mCherry E. Wieschaus N/A

SqhAx3;;Sqh::GFP Jordan and Karess, (1997) N/A

UAS-Act5C::RFP K. Roper (Roper et al., 2005) N/A

UAS-AIP1 RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC, ID: 22851

UAS-arp2RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre

Fly stocks of National Institute

of Genetics

VDRC:KK10199

NIG, ID: 9901-R

UAS-Cd8::GFP, nubGal4 Mao et al. (2013) N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

UAS-cofilin RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC, ID: 110599

UAS-Diaphanous RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC:KK103914

20518 GD

UAS-drak RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC, ID:107263

UAS-e-cadherin RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC:KK103962

UAS-enabled RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC, ID: 43058

UAS-mlck RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC, ID:109937KK

UAS-paxillin RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC, ID:107789

UAS-pebble RNAi A. Mueller N/A

UAS-rho kinase RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC:KK104675

UAS-rho RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC, ID:109420 KK

UAS-spaghetti squash RNAi Fly stocks of National Institute

of Genetics

NIG, ID: HMS00830 and HMS00437

UAS-Sqh[AA]/TM6B B. Baum N/A

UAS-src42A RNAi N. Tapon N/A

UAS-src64B RNAi N. Tapon N/A

UAS-vinculin RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC, ID: 34586

UAS-zyxin RNAi Fly stocks of National Institute

of Genetics

NIG ID: 32018R-1 and 32018R-3

UAS-a-actinin RNAi Vienna Drosophila RNAi Centre VDRC, ID:107263

UAS–torsoD/bcyt Martin- Bermudo and Brown, (1999) N/A

Ubi-dia::GFP P. Gaspar and N. Tapon N/A

ubi-dia::GFP; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-

Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry/CyO

Y. Mao N/A

ubi-Ecad::GFP; hhGal4, UAS-IAP/TM6;

Sqh::mCherry

(II) - N. Tapon

(III) - (Martin et al., 2009)

N/A

ubi-mRFP.nls,w,hs.flp,Frt19A;; Arm-GFP Y. Mao N/A

ubi-mRFP.nls,w,hs.flp,Frt19A;; Sqh-GFP Y. Mao N/A

yw hsflp; dia iR Y. Mao from VDRC:103914 KK N/A

yw hsflp; rho iR Y. Mao from VDRC:109420/KK N/A

yw hsflp; rok iR Y. Mao from VDRC:KK104675 N/A

yw hsflp; UAS-zip iR/SM6-TM6 Y. Mao N/A

yw hsflp; zip iR; Arm::GFP/SM6-TM6 Y. Mao N/A

yw,Drok2,Frt19A/FM7c Bloomington Drosophila Stock Centre #6666

yw; act-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UASlacZ/ CyO Y. Mao N/A

Software and Algorithms

Epitools Heller et al. (2016) https://epitools.

github.io/wiki/

N/A

GraphPad Prism 7 GraphPad Software N/A

ImageJ 1.51w Schneider et al. (2012) https://imagej.

nih.gov/ij/docs/install/osx.html

N/A

Vertex model Bespoke model code developed in

C++, as in Mao et al. (2013).

N/A
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Yanlan

Mao (y.mao@ucl.ac.uk).
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Drosophila melanogaster
Fly stocks were raised in non-crowded conditions on standard cornmeal molasses fly food medium at 25�C, unless otherwise indi-

cated. Briefly, the fly food consisted of, per 1L, 10g agar, 15g sucrose, 33g glucose, 35g years, 15gmaizemeal, 10g wheat germ, 30g

treacle, 7.22g soya flour, 1g nipagin, 5ml propionic acid. Male and female larvae were dissected at late 3rd instar development

(approximately 110-120hr AEL) for experiments.

Strains used are listed in the Key Resources Table and include: Ecad::GFP (knock-in (Huang et al., 2009)); pnrGal4, Sqh::mCherry

(gift from Baum lab), Ecad::Tomato (Huang et al., 2009), Sqh::GFP, enGal4; UAS-Act5C::RFP (self-generated), Rho1::GFP (protein

trap, Kyoto Stock Centre, DGRC ID: 110833), SqhAx3;; Sqh::GFP (Jordan and Karess, 1997), RokK116a::Venus (Simões et al.,

2010), ubi-Ecad::GFP; hhGal4, UAS-IAP/TM6 (gift from N. Tapon), Sqh::mCherry (III) (Martin et al., 2009), UAS-Cd8::GFP, nubGal4

(Mao et al., 2013), UAS–torsoD/bcyt (Myospheroid mutant) (Martin-Bermudo and Brown, 1999), ubi-mRFP.nls,w,hsF,Frt19A (Bloo-

mington, 31418), yw,Drok2,Frt19A/FM7c (Bloomington, 6666) (Escudero et al., 2007), ubi-mRFP.nls,w,hs.flp,Frt19A;; Arm-GFP

(self-generated), ubi-mRFP.nls,w,hs.flp,Frt19A;; Sqh-GFP (self-generated), actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry;

Arm::GFP (self-generated), actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry; Sqh::GFP (self-generated), actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-

UAS-Cd8::mCherry; RokK116a::Venus (self-generated), actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry; Rho-1::GFP (self-generated),

ubi-dia::GFP (gift from Pedro Gaspar and Nic Tapon), ubi-dia::GFP; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry/CyO (self-gener-

ated), yw hs.flp; UAS-zip iR/SM6-TM6 (self-generated), yw hs.flp; UAS-rho iR/SM6-TM6 (self-generated from KK/109420), yw hs.flp;

UAS-dia iR/SM6-TM6 (self-generated from KK/103914), yw hs.flp; UAS-rok iR/SM6-TM6 (self-generated from KK/104675), yw hs.flp

UAS-zip iR; ArmGFP/SM6-TM6 (self-generated), actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry; TubGal80ts (self-generated),

DEcad-GFP; rotundGal4 (gift from Tapon lab), UAS-Sqh[AA]/TM6B (gift from Baum lab), ECad::6xRFP (gift from Bellaiche lab).

For the generation of Drok2 mitotic clones ubi-mRFP.nls,w, hs.flp,Frt19A/ yw,Drok2,Frt19A; Arm-GFP/+ or ubi-mRFP.

nls,w,hsF,Frt19A/ yw,Drok2,Frt19A; Sqh-GFP/+ larvae were heat shocked at 37 �C for 1h at the age 48h AEL and discs were

dissected for experiments 72h later (at 120h AEL).

For the generation of flipout clones expressing yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /zipiR; arm-GFP/+,

yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /zip iR; Sqh-GFP/+, yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-

Cd8::mCherry/zip iR; RokK116a::Venus/+; yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /zip iR; Rho-1::GFP/+, yw

hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /dia iR; arm-GFP/+, yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-

Cd8::mCherry /dia iR; Sqh-GFP/+, yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /dia iR; RokK116a::Venus/+, yw

hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /dia iR; AniRBD::GFP/+, yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-

Cd8::mCherry /dia iR; Rho-1::GFP/+, yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /rok iR; arm-GFP/+, yw hs.flp/+;

actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /rok iR; Sqh-GFP/+, yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::

mCherry /rok iR; Rho-1::GFP/+ and yw hs.flp/ ubi-Dia::GFP; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /rok iR larvae were

heat shocked at 37 �C for 13 min at the age 62-72h AEL and discs dissected for experiments 48h later (at 110-120h AEL). For

yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /rho iR; Sqh-GFP/+; yw hs.flp/ ubi-Dia::GFP; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-

Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /rho iR, yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry /rho iR; RokK116a::Venus /+, in which,

strong Rho knock down leads to clone extrusion, larva were heat shocked at 37 �C for 13 min at the age 72-96 AEL and grown at

18 �C for 72 hours before discs were dissected for experiments at the equivalent age of 96-120h AEL at 25�C. For Silent clone
generation with zipper RNAi, yw hs.flp/+; actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4-UAS-Cd8::mCherry/zip iR; ArmGFP/ TubGal80ts larva were

heat shocked at 37�C for 13 min at the age 48-72h AEL and kept at 18�C for 60 hours before shifting larva to 29�C for 16 hours.

Discs were dissected and selected for morphology equivalent to 96-120h AEL at 25�C.
All RNAi lines were purchased from Vienna Drosophila Resource Centre (VDRC) or National Institute of Genetics (NIG). The RNAi

lines were used to silence following genes: zipper (VDRC, ID: 7819), spaghetti squash (NIG, ID: HMS00830 and HMS00437), diaph-

anous (VDRC, ID: 103914 KK and 20518 GD), pebble (gift from A. Mueller), arp2 (VDRC, ID: 101999 and NIG, ID: 9901-R), rok (VDRC,

104675KK), enabled (VDRC, ID: 43058), e-cadherin (VDRC, ID: 103962), drak (VDRC, ID:107263), src64B (gift from N.Tapon), src42A

(gift from N.Tapon), zyxin (NIG ID: 32018R-1 and 32018R-3),mlck (VDRC, ID:109937KK), paxillin (VDRC, ID:107789), vinculin (VDRC,

ID: 34586), a-actinin (VDRC, ID:107263), cofilin (VDRC, ID: 110599), AIP1 (VDRC, ID: 22851), rho (VDRC, ID:109420 KK).

METHOD DETAILS

Fabrication of Silicon Master Mold
Optical lithography was performed on silicon wafers and carried out using the cleanroom facilities of the London Centre for Nano-

technology. Silicon substrates were cleaned through repeated washes with acetone and isopropanol, and covered with Su-8

2050 (Microchem). The photoresist was spun with a spin-coater, according to the manufacturer’s instructions, to achieve a uniform

thickness of 50mm. The soft-bake step, required after spin-coating to evaporate the excess of solvent and to densify the resist, was

performed by placing the wafers for 3 minutes on a hot-plate at 65�C and, sequentially, at 95 �C for 8 minutes. The photoresist is

exposed to a pattern of intense UV light through a photomask. The UV exposure time needed to crosslink the SU-8 was calculated

by dividing the exposure energy (mJ/cm2) indicated in the Su-8 data sheet by the light intensity of the Karl Suss MJB3 mask aligner

(20mJ/cm2). Post-exposure bake was performed on hot-plates, at 65�C (2minutes) and at 95�C (8minutes). The wafer was placed in
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MicropositTM EC solvent for development for approximately 6minutes, and finally hard-baked at 180�C for 5minutes, to stabilize and

harden the developed photoresist.

Preparation of Patterned Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) Membranes
PDMS mix was prepared according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (SYLGARD 184 elastomer kit, Dow Corning), briefly

spinned down to remove bubbles (2min, 1000rpm) and let to cure at room temperature for 4h prior to spinning (30 seconds,

900 rpm) on a patterned silicon wafer mold (microchannels of 80-120mm width and 50mm depth) with Spin Coater (SPS Spin 150).

The PDMS covered mold was then heated up to 100� C for 10 min to allow full PDMS curing and the PDMSwas subsequently peeled

off the wafer and transferred onto a transparency sheet for storage.

Stretcher Design
A custom made stretching/compression device was constructed. In detail, the basic drive for the unit consists of a combination of

linear bearings with left and right-handed fine pitch screw threads to provide the desired movement. The extended metal arms

connect the drive to the clamping mechanism. Moving the arms apart (inside-out) or bringing them closer together (outside-in)

respectively stretches or compresses the clampedmaterial. The device fits onto most standard microscope stage plate holders suit-

able for imaging.

For stretching/compression assays, a pre-patterned PDMSmembrane (Figure 1B) was spread over twometal arms, overlaid with a

plain (unpatterned) PDMS membrane (GelPak, 6.5 mil) and clamped on both ends. An isolated wing disc was suspended in the

media, injected in between two PDMS layers and positioned with forceps over amicrochannel, with its apical side of wing disc proper

facing down the channel. A PDMS chamber was placed on top of the membranes and filled with media to prevent the drying out of

the sample.

Stretching Experiments
If not specified otherwise stretching was performed bi-directionally along anterior-posterior (A-P) axis. An anchored disc was defined

as a disc injected in between PDMSmembranes but not subjected to anymechanical perturbation. Short stretch was defined as less

than 30 minutes and long stretch as more than 120 min. Relaxation was achieved by bringing the stretcher arms back to the

pre-stretch position. For assessment of degree of polarity with respect to applied strain (Figure 2) discs were stretched to increasing

degrees with 5 min pause intervals in between to allow for the full emergence of MyoII polarization. We confirmed stretching had

no effect on discs viability as cells continued dividing at least 1 hour post-stretch (see Video S3).

Immunofluorescence
Discs were dissected in ice cold PBS and fixed for 30 min in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed 4x10 min with PBT (PBS, 0.3% Triton

X-100), blocked for 1h with 0.5% BSA PBT and stained with primary (over night at 4�C), washes were repeated before incubating in

fluorescently conjugated secondary antibodies (1h at room temperature) and were washed 3x20 min PBT, 3xquick wash PBS. Discs

were mounted using Fluoromount G slide mounting medium (SouthernBiotech) ready for imaging.

In cases where immunofluorescence staining was required for stretched discs and their controls, discs were directly fixed on the

device by exchangingmediawith 4%PFA for 15min, then discswere removed from the device and fixed for a further 15min in a glass

well. Staining protocol is the same as above. When immunostaining specifically for phospho-MyoII, 18% PFA was used directly on

the stretcher device for 5 minutes, removed and fixed for a further 5 minutes, the washes as stated above were doubled for the

staining protocol previously described.

Primary antibodies used were rat anti-E-cad (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), rabbit anti-Diaphanous (Afshar et al.,

2000), mouse anti-Engrailed (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), mouse anti-Sqh (gift from R. Ward) (Zhang and Ward,

2011), rabbit anti-phospho-Sqh (3671, Cell Signalling) goat anti-GFP-FITC (Abcam, ab6662). Dyes used were DAPI (D8417, Sigma)

for DNA staining and Phalloidin Alexa-488 (A12379, Life technologies), Phalloidin Alexa-555 (A34055, Life technologies) or Phalloidin

Alexa-647 (A22287, Life Technologies) for actin labeling. All secondary antibodies were from Life Technologies and Jackson

ImmunoResearch.

Young’s Modulus Determination
Force measurement device used for Young’s modulus determination was modified from previous design (Harris et al., 2012; Wyatt

et al., 2015). Briefly, a glass capillary (O.D. 1 mm, I.D. 0.5 mm, Sutter Instruments) was heated in its centre using a micro-pen blow-

torch and bent into a right angle. This procedure was repeated in a second position separated by �10 mm from the first bend. The

capillary was cut to size using a pair of pliers, such that the lengths of its arms were 35 and 5mm. A 35mm strand of NiTi wire (0.3mm

diameter, Euroflex) was cut, dipped into UV-curing glue (Loctite Glassbond, Henkel), and threaded into the short capillary arm. The

capillary was then exposed to UV light for 5 min. A second �10 mm length of capillary was then cut, glued to the free end of the NiTi

wire and cured with UV light for 5 min. This would act as a flexible rod, whereas the long capillary arm would act as a static rod. Next,

two glass coverslips (VWR) were cut to size (�10x10 mm) with a glass scorer, glued to the extremities of the static and flexible rods,

and cured for 30min. The device was then submerged in 70%ethanol for 5min, rinsedwith water and left to air dry for 10min. Finally,
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the device was secured to the bottom of a plastic Petri dish (50x20.3 mm high-rimmed Petri dish, Thermo Fisher Scientific) using hot

glue. The mechanical testing setup was modified to allow direct force measurements with force transducer rather than inferring it

from the bending of the wire in the images.

A wing disc was immobilized with CellTak (Corning) over two coverslips attached to flexible and static rods and subsequently over-

laid with culture media. Stretching force was applied with a motorized micromanipulator (Physik Instrumente). Initially, the wing disc

was preconditioned, by stretching to 0.1mm at 0.01mm/s strain rate. This was repeated 5 times. Then the disc was rested for 2.5 min

to allow full relaxation. The stretching experiments were conducted by stretching the discs to 0.3mm, 0.5mm. 0.65mm and 0.8mm at

0.01mm/s strain rate. The wire was calibrated by stretching it to 0.8mm at 0.01mm/s strain rate. This was repeated 3 times. For

Young’s modulus determination the recorded force and measured cross sectional area (depth dimension averaged as 50 mm; width

measured in each of experiments) was used to derive stress. The Young’s modulus was further determined from the linear part of the

stress-strain curve.

Live Imaging
For all live imaging experiments discs were cultured ex vivo as described previously (Heller et al., 2016; Zartman et al., 2013). Live

imaging of stretching and compression experiments was performed on a Zeiss Spinning Disc confocal microscope equipped with

Andor Zyla 4.2. PLUS sCMOS camera or Zeiss LSM880 inverted multiphoton microscope. The field of view for imaging was confined

to the pouch and part of the hinge region of the wing disc with a 40x lens and 1 mm depth resolution. The LSM880 Airyscan detector

was used for imaging MyoII and ECad in stretched discs analyzed for acute tension release, ubi-Dia-GFP imaging and Rok inhibitor

treated discs and depth resolution was optimised to 0.2 mm.

Fixed Sample Imaging
Fluorescent imaging of fixed samples was performed on Leica Sp5 and Sp8 inverted confocal microscopes. Images of discs that had

not been within the stretcher device were acquired with 40x objective and depth resolution of 1mm. Images obtained of anchored

and stretched discs from clones and phosphor-MyoII experiments were acquired with 40x objective and depth resolution of

0.35mm. High resolution actin images were obtained on Leica SP8 using 100X objective, pixel resolution of 49-51nm and depth

resolution of 0.13-0.15 mm as calculated for optimal deconvolution with Huygens Professional software.

Laser Ablations
Drok2 Clones

Laser ablations were performed on a Zeiss LSM780 inverted two-photon microscope with a Chameleon Ultra II laser set to 730 nm

and 100% power with �16 ms dwell time and 3 10–12 digital zoom with 40x lens. Timelapse was recorded for a single channel

(E-cad::GFP) with 780 ms scan time. For each of the experiments the overview picture was taken (E-cad::GFP, RFP) to identify

the position of the clones prior to laser cutting; care was taken to take comparative regions in the disc for control and DRok2 clones.

Stretching Experiments

Laser ablations were performed on a Zeiss LSM880 inverted multiphoton microscope with a Chameleon Ti:Sapphire laser set to

720 nm and 60% power and the appropriate digital zoom ranging from 10x–5x. The single junction ablations were acquired with

a Zeiss Airyscan detector set to a super-resolution mode. Timelapse was recorded for a single E-cad::GFP channel with

633.02 ms (confocal imaging) or 643.47 ms (superresolution imaging) scan time. Single junction ablations were analyzed as

described previously (Mao et al., 2013). For tissue scale tension measurements, an ellipse was fitted over the ablated region with

Fiji. The change in short ellipse axis over time was taken as a measure of tissue recoil (Figure S6A.). For determining tissue-scale

ablation recoil (Figures 7A–7E) a single junction was ablated and timelapse was recorded for a single E-cad::GFP channel with

643.47 ms scan intervals. Based on the resultant videos the area was drawn around 0,1,2, and 3 rows of cells away from injured cells

prior to ablation (0 sec.) and post ablation (15.4 sec.) (Figure 7B). The difference in area normalized to pre-ablation areawas taken as a

recoil propagation measure (post ablation area – pre-ablation area /pre-ablation area). If required the images were corrected with

stackreg Fiji plugin to account for unspecific drift. For acute tension release mediated by a large tissue cut, polarity was calculated

for the pre-ablation disc (8-15min stretch) and then following ablation imaged at multiple time points up to purse string formation.

Polarity was quantified for the time point in which the cut had stopped recoiling and preceded purse string formation (approx. 10min).

Screen Design
Sqh::GFP, enGal4> UAS-Act5C::RFP line was generated for screening and crossed to respective RNAi or overexpression lines.

Discs were imaged in anchored and stretched (15min) configuration. A hit was defined on the basis of Sqh::GFP localization: uniform

junctional when anchored on both posterior and anterior sides; polarized on anterior side (control) and uniform on posterior side

(RNAi) when stretched.

Rok Inhibition
For Rok inhibition, Y27632, 30mM stock was diluted to make a 1mM and 100mM treatment in dissecting medium. Discs were incu-

bated for 30 minutes prior to loading into the stretcher and imaging as described.
Developmental Cell 48, 245–260.e1–e7, January 28, 2019 e5



Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching
Sqh::GFP, enGal4/+; UAS-Act5C::RFP + and Sqh::GFP, enGal4/UAS-dia iR; UAS-Act5C::RFP lines were generated for FRAP anal-

ysis. Acquisition and bleaching of Sqh-GFP and Act5C::RFP was acquired using a Zeiss LSM880 inverted multiphoton microscope

with a Chameleon Ti:Sapphire laser. Acquisition was obtained at 5X digital zoom and bleaching induced by 860 nm laser at 10-15%

power to a region of 300 by 30 pixels or 30 by 300 pixels (16.03mm by 1.37mm and vice versa) that spanned multiple horizontal and

vertical junctions. The acquisition region was imaged prior to bleaching for normalisation. Then, following bleaching, recovery was

imaged at 5 second intervals up to 250 seconds.

The Vertex Model
The effects of local myosin responses at the cellular level on the emergent shape control of the whole tissue is investigated using the

well-established vertex model (Farhadifar et al., 2007; Mao et al., 2011).

The vertex model defines the epithelia through the cell-cell contact edges. Each cell is defined by the polygons formed through the

cellular junction points (vertices), and cell-cell boundaries connecting these junction points (edges). The edges represent the

attached contacting surfaces of cells on each side. The physical properties of the edges represent a combined effect of cell-cell

adhesion and actomyosin cortex. The model describes the total energy of the system as a function of cell-cell junction vertex posi-

tions. The vertex positions are updated during the simulation to minimize the total energy, and the dynamics of the epithelial

morphology emerges in the process.

The energy of the system is defined by the combined energy contributions of: i) cell area conservation, the deviation of each cell

from its ideal size, ii) combination of tension and adhesion energies at each contacting cell-cell boundary (1).

EðRiÞ=
PNc

a

Ka

2

�
Aa � Að0Þ

a

�2

+
PNv

i;j

Lij lij

ðiÞ ðiiÞ
(Equation 1)

In Equation 1, E(Ri) represents the total energy of the system for the vertex positions Ri. The modelled epithelia is composed of Nc

cells (a = 1.Nc), and Nv vertices (i = 1.Nv). In area conservation energy contribution (i), Ka is the elasticity coefficient, Aa is the

current area, and A(0)
a is the ideal area of cell a. For the tensile/adhesive contact energy contribution (ii), Lij is the line tension

coefficient for the vertex couple (i,j), and lij is the length of the edge between vertices. In the simulations of this manuscript, the

base tension is Lij = 0.26, A(0)
a is 1.0, and Ka is 1.0.

Further to the definition of the total energy of the system, cell growth is modelled to have an average 4 hour G0 phase. Cell growth

prior to division is driven by increasing the ideal area of the cell (A(0)). The cells are allowed to divide only if they can increase their

emergent size above a certain threshold within the limitations of energy minimization, division is aligned to the longest axis of the

cell, within a randommargin of 30 degrees. The system is defined as overdamped, such that the forces obtained from the derivative

of the energy function move the cells against a global viscosity, defined as 1 units per second. For further details of the modeling

methodology, refer to (Mao et al., 2011).

Modeling the myosin response

The myosin response upon stretch is defined as a percentage increase on the tension term Lij for the edges where the response is

applicable, such that a 5 percent myosin response is defined as a 5 percent increase from the base parameter value of 0.26. The

edges that demonstrate the myosin response are limited to edges aligned at ±30 degrees to the stretched axis.

Tissue stretching simulations

Random epithelia are generated by growing a small number of cells into an epithelial sheet of approximately 1500 cells. For appli-

cation of stretch, the lateral regions of the generated epithelial sheet further than ten micrometres away from the epithelia centre

are clamped, and each vertex within this region is pulled by a predefined stretching force Fs throughout the simulation. The orienta-

tion of the applied force is parallel to the x-axis, its direction pointing away from the centre of the sheet, depending on the position

of the vertex. The applied force is selected to be 2.5E-5 units per vertex in the simulations of this manuscript. The precise value of

the applied force is not deterministic of the effects of the myosin response, as long as the selected value is sufficiently high to stretch

the tissue, yet not too high to cause tearing of the sheet.

For each randomly generated epithelial sheet, simulations are run with and without the myosin response, with the same level of

tissue stretch. The progeny of the cells within 8micrometres of the tissue centre at the beginning of each simulation, therefore outside

the clamped zone, are traced. The aspect ratios of the emerging clones at the end of 12 hour simulations are analyzed as a readout for

the effects of cellular level on emergent tissue morphology. The statistical difference is tested by a two-tailed t-test on data from 10

simulations for each case, with and without the myosin response.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analysis of Junctional Intensities and Cell Aspect Ratio
Images were segmented and analyzed with EpiTools software as reported before (Heller et al., 2016). In short, image was segmented

(Epitools) after background subtraction (rolling ball radius 20, Fiji) and underlying junctional intensities (E-cad::GFP and
e6 Developmental Cell 48, 245–260.e1–e7, January 28, 2019



Sqh::mCherry) were extracted with Cell Graph (EDGE_COLOR_TAG overlay) (Figure S2). The following parameters were applied: 2

pixel edge intensity buffer around the junctions, selection mode 1 (tricellular signal removed), upper 50% (0.5) of the signal intensity.

Junctions were selected manually and color-coded as horizontal (junction angle <45�) and vertical (junction angle >45�); resultant
intensity data was exported. Polarity was defined as fluorescent mean intensity on horizontal (stretched or equivalent in anchored)

junctions divided by intensity on vertical (non-stretched or equivalent in anchored) junctions. Total MyoII and E-cad was quantified by

multiplication of mean intensity by the junctional length. Concentration was defined as mean fluorescent intensity per unit junctional

area. For aspect ratio the analysis was performed as shown previously using ELLIPSE_ELONGATION_RATIO or CELL_COLOR_TAG

overlay in Cell Graph (Heller et al., 2016).

Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching Analysis
Intensity recovery curves were fitted with the following function, where bleaching is conducted at t = 0s:

IðtÞ � Ið0Þ= ½IN � Ið0Þ��1� e�t=t
�

Mobile fraction was defined as ½IN � Ið0Þ�=½Ipre�bleach � Ið0Þ� and half time as t ln 2.

Due to non-normality of the data, Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used for statistical analysis.

Anisotropy Analysis
To quantify anisotropy of actin structures, small regions of interst containing�10 cells were chosen from the rawmicroscopy images,

insuring that all cells were in focus. Anistropy was then calculated for three planes at the level of the adherens junctions. For this, we

used FibrilTool(Boudaoud et al., 2014), an ImageJ plugin developed to quantify fibrillar structures in microscopy images. Briefly, the

plugin calculates a local nematic tensor n = t5 t, where t is a function of the pixel intensity Iðx;yÞ:

t =
�
tx; ty

�
= ðvI=vy;�vI=vxÞ

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðvI=vxÞ2 + ðvI=vyÞ2

q

The local nematic tensor is then averaged over the region of interest to achieve an average nematic tensor <n>. If n1 and n2 are the

eigenvalues of <n> such that n1>n2, then anisotropy is defined as q = n1 � n2.

Finally, the anisotropies of the three planes were averaged to achieve a single anisotropy for each ROI.

Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used for statistical analysis.

Wing Disc Pouch Shape Analysis
nubGal4>UAS-Cd8::GFP was used to define the areas of the wing disc pouch and to drive RNAi. An ellipse was fitted with Fiji selec-

tively to the pouch region and aspect ratio (length of ellipse long axis/length of ellipse short axis) determined.

Statistical Analysis
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The minimum requirements for sample sizing were as follows: 1.

Experiments performed on 3 independent days; 2. Wing discs from at least 3 independent animals/conditions; 3. On average

20-200 cells were analyzed per wing disc. Exclusion criteria, mostly due to Sqh-mCherry aggregates: 1. Uneven and unspecific fluo-

rescent signal across the sample; 2. Much higher variability when compared to other samples in the same condition group. Random

wing discs were chosen within a given condition group.

Prism 7 was used for statistically analysis. Two-tailed unpaired or paired Student’s t-tests were used as indicated in the respective

figure legends along with the exact n values used for each of the experiments. The following statistical significance cut off was

applied: * p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.
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Figure S1, related to Figure 1. Further characterization of forces applied and zip RNAi cells in 
stretching assays. 

(A) Schematics of the force transducer set up: wing (purple) is attached to two coverslips glued on a 

stiff and elastic rod. The elastic rod is directly connected to the force transducer and motorised 

manipulator, which stretches the tissue. 

(B) Brightfield image of wing disc prior to and after stretch. 
(C) Stress (y axis)-strain (x axis) curves of each stretching experiment. N=15 discs, 3 different devices 

(as shown in A).

(D) Forces experienced by the average cell area (10 µm2) with different degrees of stretching 

(quantified as % strain change; strains are comparable to assay shown in (C). 

(E) Box plot showing distribution of derived Young’s modulus values; median (3.6.kPa) is indicated with 
horizontal line and used thereafter for force calculations. 

(F) Segmentation example of a zip-RNAi clone as in Fig. 1E. Selection of control (cyan) and zip-RNAi 

(green) cells. Note a 2-cell rows gap is always ensured between clone and control cells in order to 

avoid the unspecific effects from clone stretching. 

(G) Distribution plot showing aspect ratio change in discs subjected to constant deformation for 40-45 
min for control and zip-RNAi cells (image shows selection of control cells (cyan) directly adjacent and in 

series with the zip-RNAi clone (green) and aligned with direction of the stretch); X-axis defines specific 

timepoints during stretch (in minutes); 0 min indicates anchored (unstretched) discs. N=3 discs; error 

bars represent S.D.
(H) Silent clone system with 16 hours zip-RNAi expression (marked by magenta) in third instar wing 

discs expressing Arm::GFP subject to up to 40 min stretch. Overlaid segmentation with control (cyan) 

and zip-RNAi (green). Box plot showing distribution of cell aspect ratio in anchored and stretched (20 

min) discs with acute zip-RNAi; median is represented by horizontal line; 75th and 25th centiles are 

represented by top and bottom of the boxes respectively, n= 5-7 wing discs. 
(I) Color coded aspect ratio of anchored and stretched (20 min) disc with sqh-RNAi clone (labeled as 

sqh iR and outlined in white). 

(I’) Control cells (green) and sqh-RNAi cells (cyan) prior to and after stretch (20 min). 

(J) Box plot showing distribution of cell aspect ratio in anchored and stretched (20 min) wing disc for 

control (wild-type) and sqh-RNAi cells; median is represented by horizontal line; 75th and 25th centiles 
are represented by top and bottom of the boxes respectively, n= 3 wing discs. 

(K) Reduction of Sqh::GFP signal in zipper RNAi clone (labeled as zip iR, in red). 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01 with t-test. Scale bars, 5 µm (K), 10 µm (F,G,I,I’), 150 µm (B).
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Figure S2, related to Figure 2. Emergence of Sqh polarity and Quantification of polarity. 
(A) Emergence of Myosin polarity following mechanical stretching in discs expressing 

Sqh:mCherry and E-cad::GFP. (A’) Inset of Sqh::mCherry from experiment described in (A). 
(B) Schematics showing symmetric stretching, defined as stretch along anterior (A)-posterior 

(P) axis. (B’) Discs expressing Sqh::GFP in sqhAx3 null background subjected to symmetric 
stretch. Insets show a close up of equivalent regions prior to (1) and after stretch (2). 

(C) Schematics showing asymmetric stretching, defined as stretch along dorsal (D)-ventral (V) 

axis. (C’) Sqh::GFP in sqhAx3 null background subjected to asymmetric stretch. Insets show a 
close up of equivalent regions prior to (1) and after stretch (2).

(D) Example of vertical (blue) and horizontal junctions (green). Vertical junctions are at angle > 

45° to the direction of stretch while horizontal junctions are aligned <45° with respect to the 
direction of stretch (and equivalent axis in unstretched tissue). Polarity is defined as the 

enrichment of mean intensity on horizontal junctions with respect to mean intensity on vertical 
junctions. 

(E) Steps of fluorescent intensity measurements: raw data is subjected to background 

subtraction and segmentation with EpiTools, junctions are categorized as vertical or horizontal 
(if unsure, junction omitted) and pixels in the 50% top intensity (**) are measured in mode 1 

(tricellular signal removed (*)); note that extracted intensity overlaps perfectly with junctional 
geometry. 

(F) Example of junction selection in anchored, stretched and relaxed disc; green junctions are 

defined as horizontal junctions, blue junctions are vertical junctions. 
Red and yellow asterisks indicate equivalent regions in the tissue. Scale bars, 10 µm (A), 5 µm 

(A’,B’,C’, E), 3 µm (B’ inset, C’ inset).
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Figure S3, related to Figure 4. Characterization of Rok depletion. 
(A) Drok2 clones in Arm::GFP expressing wing disc stained with anti - Sqh (Alexa 647, red) 

antibody showing enlarged cell size and junctional Sqh inside the clone. 
(B) Quantification of junctional Sqh mean intensity in experiment (A) for anchor and stretch, 

control and Drok2; error bars represent S.E.M. 
(C) Laser ablations of junctions in Drok2 clones and control cells in Arm::GFP disc. Plot shows 

increase in distance between recoiling vertices [µm] against time [sec.]; error bars represent 

S.E.M. 
(D) Rok inhibitor Y27632 treated discs expressing ECad::GFP and Sqh::Cherry under stretch.

(E) Single junction ablation initial recoil velocity for Rok inhibitor treated and rok-RNAi wing 

discs; error bars represent S.E.M. 
(F) Laser ablations of junctions used for calculation of (E). Plot shows increase in distance 

between recoiling vertices [µm] against time [sec.]; error bars represent S.E.M. 
(G) UAS- rok-RNAi expressed from enGal4 driver (posterior side marked by UAS-Act5C::RFP 

in red) in Sqh::GFP wing disc shows junctional Sqh as well as enlarged cell size of rok iR cells. 

(H) Quantification of Sqh junctional intensity for experiment described for (G) in anchored and 
stretched discs; error bars represent S.E.M. 

(I) Quantification of stretched discs expressing Sqh::GFP and enGal4>UAS-cofilin RNAi and 
UAS-Act5c-RFP, presented in FigS4C; error bars represent S.E.M.

(J) Quantification of stretched discs expressing Sqh::GFP and enGal4>UAS-AIP1 RNAi and 

UAS-Act5c-RFP, presented in FigS4C; error bars represent S.E.M.
Scale bars 10 µm.
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Figure S4, related to Figure 4. Screen identifies MyoII polarity is induced downstream of 
Diaphanous. 

(A) Schematics representing screen rationale: wing disc expressing Sqh::GFP and RNAi of 
interest using enGal4 driver (enGal4 marked by UAS-Act5C::RFP expression) is subjected to 

stretch; the readout of the screen is comparison of Sqh polarity on anterior (control) and 
posterior (RNAi/overexpression) side. 

(B) Stretched Sqh::GFP, enGal4> UAS-Act5C::RFP wing disc. 

(B’) Close up of disc shown in (B) showing Sqh:GFP polarity in anterior (inset 1) and posterior 
(inset 2, marked in red) wing disc compartment. 

(C) Screen candidates and observations using system described in A and B. Insets show 

Sqh::GFP in posterior compartment, scale bars, 5µm.
(D) Diaphanous antibody staining (green) in discs expressing enGal4> UAS-dia-RNAi (GD 

VDRC library, labeled as diaGD) and enGal4>dia-RNAi (KK VDRC library, labeled as diaKK). 
Discs are stained with DAPI (blue), Phalloidin-647 (white) and anti-Engrailed (red, marks 

posterior side). D inset shows strength of enGal4 driver is patchy around anterior – posterior 

boundary: some Engrailed positive cells (red) do not have visible diaphanous knock-down 
(green). 

(E) Total myosin levels calculated from experiment in Fig4F in anchor and stretch with wildtype 
anterior and dia-RNAi expression in the posterior of the wing disc; error bars represent S.E.M.  

(F) Relative change in junctional Sqh concentration in anchor and stretch wing discs described 

in (A) that are expressing dia-RNAi in the posterior compartment and are wild type in the 
anterior compartment. Quantification from discs shown in (Fig4F). Values normalized to 

anchored vertical junction concentration, n=4; error bars represent S.E.M.
(G) Quantification of stretched discs expressing Sqh::GFP and enGal4>UAS-Arp2 RNAi and 

UAS-Act5c-RFP, presented in (C); error bars represent S.E.M. 

****p<0.0001 with t-test. Scale bars, 50 µm (D), 30 µm (B), 10 µm (B’), 5 µm (B’ and C insets)



Duda et al. Fig S5 related to Figure 5
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Figure S5, related to Figure 5. Mechanism of Diaphanous in MyoII polarity
(A) rho-RNAi clones (indicated in magenta) in anchored Sqh::GFP expressing discs.  

(B) dia-RNAi clones (indicated in magenta) in anchored AniRBD::GFP expressing discs. (B’) 
quantification of AniRBD::GFP junctional mean intensity in wildtype regions and dia-RNAi 

clones; error bars represent S.E.M. 
(C) dia-RNAi clones (indicated in magenta) in stretched Rho::GFP protein trap expressing 

discs. Discs were fixed under stretch and stained, Rho::GFP boosted with anti-GFP-FITC.

(D) Quantification of the relative change in junctional intensity for AniRBD::GFP and Rho::GFP 
protein trap zip-RNAi clones compared to wildtype region; error bars represent S.E.M.

(E) rho-RNAi clones (indicated in magenta) in anchored RokK116a::Venus expressing discs. 

(F) dia-RNAi clones (indicated in magenta) in anchored RokK116a::Venus expressing discs. (F’) 
Quantification of RokK116a::Venus mean junctional intensity for horizontal and vertical junctions 

in anchored and stretched discs expressing dia-RNAi clones, n=3, ****p<0.0001 with t-test.
(A-F): scale bar 10µm; error bars represent S.E.M.

(G) Fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching diagram of bleaching and junction analysis. 

White bounding box shows the bleach region and the yellow boxes mark the horizontal and 
vertical junctions analyzed for recovery as described in experimental procedures. Wing discs 

were used as described in (FigS4A) and that co-expressed UAS dia-RNAi. 
(H-I) FRAP mobile fraction and half time of Sqh::GFP on horizontal and vertical junctions in 

anchored discs expressing either Sqh::GFP, enGal4> UAS-Act5CRFP or Sqh::GFP, 

enGal4>UAS-dia RNAi, UAS-Act5CRFP.
(J) FRAP mobile fraction of Sqh::GFP on horizontal and vertical junctions in discs expressing 

either Sqh::GFP, enGal4> UAS-Act5CRFP or Sqh::GFP, enGal4>UAS-dia RNAi, UAS-
Act5CRFP subjected to <10 min stretch.

(K-L) FRAP mobile fraction and half time of Act5C::RFP on horizontal and vertical junctions in 

anchored discs expressing either Sqh::GFP, enGal4> UAS-Act5CRFP or Sqh::GFP, 
enGal4>UAS-dia RNAi, UAS-Act5CRFP.

(M-N) FRAP mobile fraction and half time of Act5C::RFP on horizontal and vertical junctions in 
discs expressing either Sqh::GFP, enGal4> UAS-Act5CRFP or Sqh::GFP, enGal4>UAS-dia 

RNAi, UAS-Act5CRFP subjected to <10 min stretch.
In all boxplots (H-N), red line indicates the median, red diamond the mean, edges the 25th/75th 

percentile, and whiskers the most extreme data points that are not considered to be outliers. 

Black points represent individual junctions. * p<0.05, ***p<0.001 with Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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Figure S6, related to Figure 6. Cell- and tissue-scale tension measurements in stretched 
tissue.

(A) Stretched tissue prior to (left panel) and after (right panel) ablation of circa 10 cells in the 
direction perpendicular to stretch. Red line outlines ablated area; white dotted line represents 

ellipse fitted to ablation area; yellow dotted line indicates short ellipse axis measuring ablation 
recoil. 

(B, C) Box plots of initial recoil velocity quantified as a short ellipse length change (D-D0) over 

time of 1.27 seconds post-ablation (first timepoint was omitted due to sporadic unspecific 
effects from extensive injury) as described in (A). Median is represented by horizontal line; 75th 

and 25th percentiles are represented by top and bottom of the boxes respectively. Plot in (B) 

represents experiment where discs were anchored, stretched (<20 min) and relaxed; plot in 
(C) shows the same data for anchored and stretched (<20 min) discs as in (B) but plotted 

together with discs stretched >120 min and retracted (compressed to initial shape) from 
Fig6A’. N=3-11 wing discs per condition.

(D) Laser cuts (perpendicular or parallel to the line of stretch) across circa 10 cells in E-

cad::GFP expressing wing disc tissue subjected to anchoring or short stretching (< 30 min).
(E) Plot showing anchored and stretched (<20 min) discs ablated in the direction perpendicular 

and parallel to stretch as described in (D); data is plotted as a mean ± S.E.M. (E’) Box plot of 
initial recoil velocity from (E) calculated as described for (B) and (C). N=3-11 wing discs per 

condition.

(F) Plot showing increase in distance between recoiling vertices (D-D0) over time [sec.] 
following laser cuts of single horizontal (H) and vertical (V) junctions in anchored and stretched 

E-cad::GFP expressing discs. Data is plotted as a mean ± S.E.M, n=17-23 cuts per condition.
(G) Plot showing increase in distance between recoiling vertices (D-D0) over time [sec.] 

following laser cuts of single horizontal (H) junctions in anchored, short term and long term 

stretched E-cad::GFP expressing discs, with and without dia-RNAi expression through 
rotundGal4 driver. Data is plotted as a mean ± S.E.M, n=8-30 cuts per condition and refers to 

initial recoil velocity presented in Fig6C.
* p<0.05, **p<0.01 with t-test. Scale bars, 10 µm.
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Figure S7, related to Figure 6, 7. Actin remodelling dynamics and disc shape analysis
(A) Wildtype discs expressing Ecad::6XRFP or Ecad::GFP;rnGal4>UAS-dia-RNAi were fixed 

whilst in anchored or stretched positions, then stained for filamentous actin with Phalloidin. 
Imaging was deconvolved and is presented in 0.26µm z steps to show junctional actin and 

apical meshwork (5µm scale bars).
(B) Anisotropy quantification as described in experimental procedures for Ecad in wildtype and 

dia-RNAi expressing (B’) wing discs in (A). N=3-5. In all boxplots, red line indicates the median, 

red diamond the mean, edges the 25th/75th percentile, and whiskers the most extreme data 
points that are not considered to be outliers. Black points represent individual ROIs as described 

in experimental procedures. *p<0.05, **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001 with Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

(C) Mean wing pouch area quantified as total nubGal4>Cd8::GFP (GFP positive) area in control 
condition (UAS-Cd8::GFP) and diaphanous knock-down (dia iR + UAS-Cd8::GFP) showing no 

apparent size difference. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
(D) Discs expressing nubGal4 and Cd8::GFP (control) and UAS-SqhAA or Sqh-iR labeled with 

DAPI; ellipse is fitted into the pouch region and aspect ratio determined as long ellipse axis (b) 

divided by short ellipse axis (a) as described for Fig7G.
(E) Box plot showing distribution of wing disc pouch aspect ratios in conditions described in D.

(E’) Box plot showing distribution of mean wing pouch area quantified as total 
nubGal4>Cd8::GFP (GFP positive) area in control condition (UAS-Cd8::GFP) and myosin 

perturbation (RNAi + UAS-Cd8::GFP), described in (D,E). Median is represented by horizontal 

line; 75th and 25th percentiles are represented by top and bottom of the boxes respectively. 
*p<0.05, **p<0.01 ***p<0.002, ****p<0.0001, with t-test. Scale bars, 50µm (D) 5µm (A)
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